
New  Celebrity  Couple:  Jim
Carrey  Is  Dating  Ginger
Gonzaga

By
Lauren Burczyk

In celebrity news, it has just been revealed that actor Jim
Carrey is dating his Kidding costar Ginger Gonzaga. According
to UsMagazine.com, the new celebrity couple made their red
carpet  debut  on  Saturday,  January  5  at  the  2019  Showtime
Golden  Globes  Nominees  Celebration  in  West  Hollywood.  The
Hollywood  couple  held  hands  and  beamed  during  the  event,
overjoyed to finally make their relationship official. The Ted
actress confirmed the new celebrity couple’s connection with a
photo of herself and Carrey on Instagram, bearing the caption,
“Most partial to this talented nominee. #goldenglobes.”
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In  celebrity  couple  news,  Jim
Carrey  has  a  new  girlfriend,  and
made it red carpet official! How do
you know when to introduce your new
partner to co-workers?

Cupid’s Advice:

It can be tricky to decide when to introduce your new partner
to your co-workers. It is important to find the perfect time
to have your significant other meet your peers. Cupid has some
recommendations:

1. Make sure your significant other is comfortable with the
idea: When trying to find the right time to have your new
partner meet your coworkers, it is best to wait until you are
both ready to make the relationship official.

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Demi Lovato Caught Kissing
Henry Levy During Dinner Date

2. Save your big reveal for a special event: Just like The
Kidding  stars  decided  to  make  the  Golden  Globe  Nominees
Celebration their official red carpet debut, you may want to
disclose your new relationship at a special work event such as
a Christmas party or summer picnic.

Related Link: Jim Carrey Professes Adoration for Emma Stone in
a Video

3.  Give  it  some  time:  There  is  no  reason  to  rush  into
introducing your new partner to your coworkers. It is best to
wait  until  your  relationship  has  progressed  and  you  are
confident that this is something special that will last.

How did you know when to introduce your new partner to your
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co-workers? Let us know! Comment below. 

Latest  Celebrity  News:  Jim
Carrey  ‘Shocked  and  Deeply
Saddened’  By  GF  Cathriona
White’s Suspected Suicide

By
Kyanah Murphy

This is not an easy pill to swallow. The latest in celebrity
news, it appears that not only did Jim Carrey recently become
celebrity exes with his girlfriend, Cathriona White, but she
is also suspected of having committed suicide. According to
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UsMagazine.com, a note was left in White’s residence, and she
was pronounced dead at the scene. The note appeared to have
alluded to the recent celebrity break up between Carrey and
White as well. In response, Carrey states that he is “shocked
and deeply saddened” by this tragic event, saying that White
was “a truly kind and delicate Irish flower, too sensitive for
this soil.”

The  latest  celebrity  news  is  the
opposite  of  uplifting.  What  are
some ways to support your partner
through tragedy?

Cupid’s Advice:

Celebrity  news  or  otherwise,  it’s  a  difficult  time  for
everyone when it comes to dealing with tragedy. Cupid has
three tips for supporting your partner through tragic events:

1.  Offer  a  listening  ear  and  shoulder  to  cry  on:  When
something awful strikes, people feel their emotions intensely
and have a lot running through their minds. Offer a listening
ear so they can let their emotions out. Just remember to set
boundaries.

Related  Link:  Mourning  A  Loss:  ‘Glee’  Star  Becca  Tobin’s
Boyfriend Matt Bendik Found Dead

2. Therapy may be needed, so be encouraging: Depending on the
tragedy,  therapy  may  be  needed.  After  you’ve  set  your
boundaries, suggest they talk to a professional about the
tragic event that occurred. For many, therapy can be scary and
is taboo to speak about, so be encouraging and supportive of
the  decision.  Keep  an  eye  on  your  partner  and  know  that
the  National  Suicide  Prevention  Lifeline  at  1-800-273-TALK
(8255) is available.
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Related Link: Lea Michele Takes Home Her Late Celebrity Ex
Cory Monteith’s ‘Glee’ Jersey Post-Wrap

3. Let your partner deal with what happened at their own
pace: Everybody heals at their own pace. Some may heal faster
while others need more time. That is OK. Don’t try to rush the
healing for your partner. Respect their healing process and
give  them  space  if  they  need  it.  Or  again,  the  ear  and
shoulder they need.

Have you had tragedy strike your partner? Comment below on how
you supported your partner during that time!

10 Celebs Who Made It Through
Tough Times
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By
Courtney Omernick

When you think about the glamorous life of a celebrity, it can
be hard to imagine that, in many times, they didn’t always
have it as easy as they do now. Believe it or not, tabloids
weren’t publishing the latest celebrity news on some of these
people when they were growing up.

Below is our list of 10 celebrities
who’ve made it through challenging
times.

1.  J.K  Rowling:  Before  her  success  with  the  Harry  Potter
series, Rowling was divorced and on government aid. She was so
poor that when sending her book to publishers, she manually
typed out each version because she couldn’t afford her own
computer, or to photocopy the book. It was rejected dozens of
times before becoming a best seller.

Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couples Who Prove Love Can Last a
Lifetime
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2. Jim Carrey: At 14, Carrey’s father lost his job, and the
family lived in a van on their relative’s lawn. Carrey worked
an 8 hour factory job after school to help make ends meet. He
worked on his comedy routine, starting at age 15, and never
quit. In 1995, he made over 10 million dollars when he starred
in his first major gig, Dumb and Dumber.

Related Link: 5 Times Celebrity Gossip Turned Out To Be Untrue

3. Emily Blunt: Growing up, Blunt had a speech impediment that
kept her from talking to others. In high school, a teacher
encouraged her to try theater. From there, she was able to
completely get rid of her speech impediment and move on to
being the actress she is today.

4. Charlize Theron: At 15, Theron witnessed her mother kill
her father in self-defense. Instead of letting that incident
stifle her talent, she went on to make a name for herself. She
is the first South African actress to win an Academy Award.

5.  Jay-Z:  Coming  from  a  rough,  Brooklyn  neighborhood,  no
record label would sign Jay-Z as a rapper. So, Jay-Z went on
to make his own successful record label. His net worth is
estimated around $500 million.

6. Oprah Winfrey: As a child, Oprah was repeatedly sexually
abused by her own family members and gave birth at 14 to a
baby boy that died two weeks later. Winfrey went on to excel
in high school and college and became the icon that she is
today.

7. Shania Twain: Shania started singing in bars at the age of
8 to make extra cash for her family. When she was 21, her
mother and stepfather were killed in a car accident, and she
raised her siblings until they all graduated high school.
Then, she decided to pursue her dreams.

8. Sarah Jessica Parker: The actress is one of eight children
and took up singing and dancing to help create a better income
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for her family. At age 11, her family took a trip to New York
so Sarah could audition for a Broadway play. She got the role
and went on to make millions in her career.

9. Richard Branson: Richard is dyslexic and struggled for
years in school. So, he used his personality to get him where
he is today. He is the fourth richest person in the UK.

10. Bill Gates: Even the richest person in the world wasn’t
always rich. Bill’s first business failed miserably, and the
product  he  tried  to  sell  didn’t  even  work!  However,  that
didn’t stop him from trying again.

What  other  celebrities  have  made  it  through  tough  times?
Comment below!

5 Low Profile Online Dating
Strategies
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By
Heidi Lee Munson

Dear Heidi Lee,

Help! I think I’m a Toad!

I’m on an online dating site, and I lie about who I am … I use
my sister’s photo.  I play down my interests — leaving out
that I’m Jim Carrey’s ex and a former Playboy model.  I feel
guilty for lying, but I can’t be honest because of stalkers,
psychos and creeps.  I want a regular, low-key guy who can
throw back a burger and a beer in a bowling alley …

Don’t these guys have the right to know up front that my world
is paparazzi and tabloids?  Do I have the right to lure them
with false promises of an All-American romance with the girl
next door?

Who am I to lie to these men?  A Toad?

xoxo,
Jenny

Related: Fishing For Mr. Right – Types of Guys to Throw Back
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Dear Jenny,

Even asking such a question shows that you are a strong,
lovely and thoughtful woman.  Whether a Big Screen Celeb or a
Midwest Farmer’s Daughter, you and your future Prince Charming
have the right to be honest with each other now.

Fortunately, my friend, you’ve found a Midwestern girl.  I
understand  your  unique  need  for  privacy  within  the  Toad
Kingdom as well as your pull toward the rugged sexiness of the
strong,  meat-eating  types.   In  small  towns,  we  are  all
celebrities in our own right.  Toads who recognize us may be
interested in our career status, income or somewhat gullible
reputations.  So, Ms. All American in L.A., let me share a few
small town girl strategies to help you avoid the Toad label :

5 Small Town Strategies for a Celebrity

1.  Communicate  proactively:  Initiate  conversation  first  to
have control over the flow of it, and reveal yourself as early
as appropriate.

Related: How to Communicate to Get What You Need

2. Go au natural: Use a natural picture of yourself – a naked
face with a warm smile — preferably with a shadow from a tree
or a ball cap shielding your true identity.

3. Minimize exposure: Hide your profile when you are talking
to a handful of promising men.

4. Use geographic camouflage: Register your account using a
zip code outside of your location to throw the Toads off your
trail.

5. Be a rhinoceros: Grow a thick skin, doll.  Even the best
laid plans have holes.  Not only does a rhino have thick skin,
but he or she can crush the Toad in one mighty step.

Most importantly, have fun!  I’m proud to hear that you chose
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online dating to meet “the one”.  We Citizens of the Toad
Kingdom share good company having you here.  Thanks!

Warmest Regards,

Heidi Lee

P.S. May I offer you a copy of my eBook,  How To Toad Proof
Your Online Dating Profile?

From  struggling  single  mother  to  Happily  Married  Author,
Marketer, Blogger and Online Dating Professional, Heidi Lee
Munson kissed the toads so that you don’t have to. From Couch
Potato Toad to Lounge Lizard Toad and Freeloader Toad to Bad
Toupee Toad, Heidi Lee kissed them all.

Jim  Carrey  Professes
Adoration for Emma Stone in a
Video
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For
actor Jim Carrey, age is only a number.  The Mr. Popper’s
Penguins star posted a video on his official website declaring
his love for Emma Stone, reports People.  The 49-year-old told
Stone, “Emma, I think you’re all the way beautiful.  Not just
pretty, but smart and kind-hearted.  And if I were a lot
younger, I would marry you.”  Carrey went on to say how he
wished he was “the appropriate age”  for Stone so that they
could have “chubby little freckle-faced kids.”  Carrey ended
his video by stating, ” I think you’re very special and I wish
you continued success and artistic fulfillment.  But most of
all, I wish you love and contentment.”

How do you tell your partner you love him or her?

Cupid’s Advice:

Saying “I love you” is one of the biggest milestones in a
relationship.  Here are a few suggestions as to how to go
about it:

1. Go out: Take your mate out for a nice dinner or a romantic
date on the beach.  The classic romanticism of the night will
make for a memorable revelation.
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2. Be casual: If overly romantic dates aren’t your style, then
be casual.  Have your partner over for a movie night and
profess your love as you fight over the popcorn.  The casual
atmosphere will be romantic in its simplicity.

3.  Wait:  If  you  can’t  gather  the  courage  to  tell  your
significant other how you feel, wait for him or her to tell
you.  There’s no rule that says you have to be the first to
speak up.  While you may be holding on to your secret for a
while,  it’s  best  not  to  feel  pressured  into  telling  your
partner how you feel before you’re ready.

How did you tell your partner how you felt?  Feel free to
share a comment below!

Jenny  McCarthy  is  Dating  a
New Man
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Jenny
McCarthy is taking a break from the Hollywood dating scene by
casually dating entertainment-sports attorney, Paul Krepelka,
according to People.  McCarthy spilt from boyfriend of five
years, Jim Carrey in April.  She rang in the new year with
Ryan Seacrest in Times Square as part of Dick Clark’s New
Year’s Rockin’ Eve with Ryan Seacrest, where she received a
New Year’s kiss from her new man.

How do you keep your new man under wraps?

Cupid’s Advice:

If you are in the public eye or simply just a private person,
you may want to keep a new relationship to yourself.  Cupid
has some tips:

1. Avoid social media: Information travels fast online.  Don’t
slip up and announce your relationship on Facebook when you
aren’t ready to announce it in real life.

2.  Frequent  less  conspicuous  places:  If  you  don’t  want
everyone to know your business, don’t go on dates in the
locations you normally do.  Branch out.



3. Keep it all behind closed doors: Even better than not
visiting the locations that you normally do, don’t leave the
house!  It’s perfectly possible to have a romantic dinner and
movie within the confines of your home.  Plus, there’s close
to no chance of a peeping tom.

Jenny McCarthy Tries Honesty
With New Guy

After
splitting with Jim Carrey, her boyfriend of five years, Jenny
McCarthy has found love again. People reports that the actress
is very happy with her new man, Jason Toohey, 35, a Las Vegas-
based pirate performer.  McCarthy, 37, says she has learned a
lot  from  her  previous  relationships.   “I  was  a  girl  who
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pretended.  I would say I liked things when I didn’t,” she
says.  “I knew if I wanted to grow, I needed to make myself
happy before I could begin to have an equal relationship with
another man.”  And the most important lesson she learned? 
Honesty is the best policy.  “If he wants Chinese [food] and I
don’t, I say it,” she says.  “If he wants to go out and I want
to stay in and watch Dancing with the Stars, I tell him so… 
Our relationship is stronger because of the honesty.”How can
you have an equal relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Aretha Franklin had it right when she sang, “R-E-S-P-E-C-T,
find out what it means to me!”  In order for a relationship to
work, you need to have mutual respect and equality.  Cupid has
some ideas on how to make sure you and your partner are on
equal footing:

1. Decide together: If one of you is making decisions for the
other person, you’re not in an equal relationship.  Make sure
that you listen to each other’s ideas so you can come to
mutually beneficial conclusions.

2.  Tell  the  truth:  Follow  Jenny  McCarthy’s  lead  and  be
completely  honest  and  open  with  your  partner.   These  two
things are essential in any healthy relationship.  Make sure
he doesn’t always get his way or vice versa.  If you don’t
want Chinese tonight, tell him!

3.  Money  matters:  Financial  issues  are  often  the  biggest
source of relationship inequality.  While you don’t both have
to  make  the  same  amount  of  money,  make  sure  that  the
relationship doesn’t become a financial burden.  If it seems
like  your  mate  is  overextending  himself,  try  to  even  the
score.

 



Jenny McCarthy Explains Split
With Jim Carrey

Jenny
McCarthy was full of explanations about her recent split with
actor Jim Carrey on ‘Oprah’ this week, according to People. 
The couple, who dated for five years, separated on friendly
terms and still express admiration for one another.  “The
first thing is, when it’s not fun anymore, you need to start
investigating and do an inquiry into the relationship,” said
the former Playboy model.  McCarthy is at peace with the
breakup, explaining, “I always got back on my feet, and I know
especially this year who I am.”  But will the couple ever get
back together?  McCarthy admitted that she “didn’t even think
about” the possibility of rekindling her romance with Carrey.
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Is a relationship over when you stop having fun?

Cupid’s Advice:

There is inevitably a point in every relationship where the
“newness” wears off.  Things become more of a routine, and you
have to work harder to keep your relationship exciting.  Cupid
has some things to consider:

1.  Abandon  ship:  If  you  deem  the  relationship  completely
unsalvageable, then resign yourself to a breakup.  However, if
you feel that the relationship could be saved, then devote
yourself 100 percent to making it work.

2. Rough periods: All relationships have tough times, where it
seems the two of you just can’t connect.  However, these
periods pass, so be sure not to give up on the relationship
too soon.

3. Analyze the problem: You need to ask yourself, “Why aren’t
we having fun?”  If the answer is a problem such as money or
stress, then stay strong.  The problem will most likely pass.
 If it’s a bigger issue, such as conflicting goals in life, it
may be time to call it quits.


